SHURFLO® MAG-DRIVE BAIT SENTRY
INSTALLATION & OPERATION MANUAL
SHURFLO’s 12 vdc Magnetic Drive Bait
Sentry is available in three distinct flow
rates relative to the capacity of the bait
tank or live well. The actual pump flow
rate is dependent upon plumbing looses
and “head” (push or rise) from the pump
to the top of the water level in the tank.
It is also important to know the tank’s
true “working capacity.” The three sizes
are: 500 suitable with tanks of 15 to 30
gallons [50 to 114 Lt], 800 with tanks of
20 to 45 gallons [75 to 170 Lt], and 1100
with tanks of 35 to 60 gallons [132 to 227
Lt] capacity. Reference Specifications for
proper selection. There are various factors
for determining the appropriate tank size
and pump which will permit bait fish (or
live well fish) to survive in the hostile
environment of a tank. The amount of
water in relation to the number, weight, or
“scoop(s)” of bait/fish in the tank is crucial.
A general recommendation is 20 gallons
[75 Lt] capacity to maintain 6 to 11 pounds
[3 to 4.5 Kg] of bait/fish, which is usually,
considered a scoop. Tank shape will affect
the water currents within the tank. An
ideal shape is oval. A deep tank is much
better than a shallow one. Water within
the tank should circulate counterclockwise
at an extremely slow rate to keep the bait
oriented in one direction. The tank fill tube
should be positioned from top to bottom
within the tank. Water must enter at the
top of the tank to prevent drain back when
the pump is off. A series of graduated
holes or slots that allows slightly more
flow at the bottom of the tank is desirable.
Currents at the bottom of the tank should
angle upward slightly to insure waste
from the bait/fish is continually flushed
from the tank. The tank drain should be
three times the area of the input tubing,
as it must be able to pass the full volume
entering the tank under pressure. The
fresher the water in the tank, the healthier
the bait/fish. Water temperature is critical.
Typically, when the water is 60°F [ 15°C]
or less, most bait/fish will stay healthy
and active. As the water temperature
approaches 70°F [21°C] or above, there
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is less oxygen and the bait/fish become
lethargic and more subject to being
injured. The time that it takes to fill or
change water in the tank will be referred to
as "water turns." If a pump has too high of
flow for tank capacity, water turns will be
too often. Also, strong currents will cause
the bait/fish to tire swiftly and die. If on the
other hand, the pump flow is too low, there
will not be sufficient water turns and not
enough fresh oxygenated water enters the
tank to flush out waste. When the water
is warm (approaching 70°F [21°C]), water
turns as often as 7 minutes are desirable.
If the water is cooler (60°F [15ºC] or less),
the water turns may be up to 10 minutes
apart. With open impeller or centrifugal
type pumps (such as the SHURFLO MDBS),
a flow-adjusting valve is an asset within
the bait system. Restricting the flow
actually decreases the amp draw of the
motor, which will not cause damage. Use a
gate or ball valve that has an opening I.D.
as large as the tubing I.D. With the boat
sitting in the water turn the flow-adjust
valve wide open. Start the pump and note
the time it takes to fill the tank. If the tank
fills in less than 7 minutes, close off the
valve to obtain the appropriate fill time
(7 to 10 min.). If tank head/ capacity was
used to select the pump, the valve should
only require minor adjustments to obtain
the proper water turns. If a pump has too
high of a flow for the tank, the valve will be
almost closed in order to obtain the proper
water turns. In this condition, if aerated
the pump may lose prime and become air
locked. Aeration can be a real problem in
rough seas or at speed over choppy water.
Under such conditions large amounts of
air can continually enter into the thru-hull
fitting. Straight thru-hull fittings are not
recommended as they can act as a venturi.
At high speed they may/can pull water out
of the tank. Only use a scooped or clam
shell style thru-hull fitting When the boat
is moving forward at high speed, water is
forced into the thru-hull fitting and pump.
When a boat is moving at 30 mph [48 kph],
the flow jumps to almost double! Higher

speeds equal much higher flows. Flows
that result in “water turns” faster than 7
minutes and are sustained for more than
20 minutes can/will cause the bait/fish
harm or kill them. If your fishing involves
long, high speed runs, it will be necessary
to establish two flow adjust valve positions.
The first setting is for stopped or low
speed operation per the adjustment
procedure on page 1. The second setting
is for sustained high speed operation. With
the tank empty, turn the flow adjust valve
approximately ½ open. Turn on the pump
and quickly accelerate to your desired
"high speed". Note the time required to fill
the tank. If necessary, drain the tank, reset
the valve, and repeat test until a moving
fill time of approximately 7 minutes is
reached.
CAUTION: When stopped, or going slow,
remember to turn the flow adjust valve
BACK to the stopped position. When
plumbed correctly, the SHURFLO MDBS
can clear air trapped in the pump within
a few seconds. Actual times will vary
depending on system configuration. MDBS
design features will cause trapped air to
clear as long as the thru-hull/impeller
remain flooded. The pump’s ability to clear
air may be hindered by: plumbing that is
horizontal or sagging below horizontal,
improper sizing of the pump in relation to
the tank head/capacity, or substantial back
pressure due to restrictive plumbing. The
thru-hull should be located approximately
6 in. [16cm] off the center line of the
keel, to the stern of the boat. It should
not be located directly in-line with any
other obstructions such as water pickups, transducers, rivet heads, or running
strakes. Such items may cause turbulence
in the water resulting in a disrupted or
aerated flow when the boat is moving.
This simply means that air is pulled from
the water and forced into the tank. This is
not desirable and will rapidly kill the bait
if operated under such conditions for a
period of time.
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NOTES & CAUTIONS

GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

1. To prevent cavitation of main drive
engine, thru-hulls, transducers, etc.
should not be located in-line with the
water pick up for the engine.

4. Tubing should be rated for below
water-line usage. Tubing I.D. must be
smooth wall. "Bellows" type tubing may
cause as much as 50% loss in flow.

1. Never operate the engine or electrical
equipment if fuel vapors are detected.
Locate the source of the fuel vapor and
properly vent.

2. All thru-hulls MUST have a sea-cock
shut-off valve in case of an emergency.

5. Always double clamp all tubing connections that are below the water line.

3. DO NOT use a wrench to tighten pump
to the sea-cock valve.
Snug by hand only. DO NOT EXCEED 30
FT-LBS OF TORQUE. Properly seal all
pipe threads to prevent leaks.

6. Do not cut pump wire leads. Wire connections should be made above possible
bilge water level. Seal wire connections
to prevent corrosion and electrolysis.

2. When the vessel is not in use, the
main power switch and sea-cock valve(s)
should be OFF/CLOSED. However, if left
afloat, the bilge pump(s) should still have
power.

SHURFLO Fill Valve Model 330

3. SHURFLO recommends installing our
330 livewell fill valve.

Must “Enter” at top of tank
Slow-Blow Fuse*
(refer to Specs. for size)

Tubing MUST travel upward from the pump
to bait tank. If the tubing sags below
horziontal pump may become air-locked.
(if aerated)

Max. “Head” based
upon tank size/distance
(ref. chart page 3)

+

On

Off
Drain

12 VDC Battery

Red

Black

PUMP IMPELLER MUST BE
BELOW WATER-LEVEL
Brown (+)

Water
Line

WRONG POSITION
for discharge port

Do NOT allow tubing to sag.
ALWAYS USE DOUBLE stainless steel*
clamps for plumbing before water line.

U/L Marine Approved Ingition
Protectied On/Off Switch*
10 AMP Rating (Min.)

SHURFLO Bait Pump Model 1700
1/2” NPT Port for Connection to a Wash-down Pump.
ref. s/b #1066 for suggested integration plumbing arrangement.

Sea-cock safety valve* REQUIRED.
Be sure valve opening is as large as bait
pump discharge port I.D.

Locate a scoop or clam shell style thru-hull* fitting
Approx. 6” [16cm] off keel, to the stern.

HORIZONTAL MOUNT

TRANSOM MOUNT
Water-Line

Correct Position
for Discharge Port

Sea-cock valve

Discharge Port

Sea-cock valve

Wrong Position
for Discharge Port

Up 15°
(or more)

Wrong Position
for Discharge Port

Correct Position
for Discharge Port

1/8 [3mm]

Pump End View
Keel
* Not Supplied
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Thru-hull
(Scoop or Clam Shell)

Keel

Raw Water
Pick-Up

SPECIFICATIONS
Bait Sentry 1700 / Gallons [liters] / Tank Size
1' [.3M]

2' [.6M]

3' [.9M]

4' [1.3M]

500 GPH [2271 LPH]

30 [113]

26 [98]

20 [75]

10 [37]

800 GPH [3028 LPH]

40 [151]

35 [131]

19 [105]

22 [83]

1100 GPH [4163 LPH]

62 [234

57 [215]

50 [189]

42 [158]

5' [1.6M]

AMPS

FUSE

INLET

OUTLET

1.5 A

2A

3/4" NPT-M

3/4" BARB

11 [41]

3.5 A

5A

3/4" NPT-M

3/4" BARB

30 [113]

4.3 A

6A

3/4" NPT-M

1-1/8" BARB

WINTERIZING

TIPS

If the bait system and pump are subject
to freezing weather, serious damage
could occur to the components. It is
best to completely drain the pump and
all other related components. It may
be necessary to remove the discharge
tubing from the pump to prevent water
from draining back into the pump chamber and freezing. If the boat is stored out
of the water, the sea-cock valve should
be open.

Vibration induced by sea conditions or
transportation may cause plumbing or
pump hardware to loosen.
Check for system components that may
be loose. Many symptoms can be solved
by simply tightening.
SYMPTOM: Pump will not start, or no
water
LOOK FOR: Check electrical connections; fuse, switch, and ground connection. Check if voltage is present at the
pump. Check for improper fuse rating
or wire size. Sea-cock / thru-hull or
valve closed. Pump above water level.
Sea-cock valve not fully open. Tank flow
adjust valve closed.
SYMPTOM: The pump will not prime,
sputters, or is air locked.
LOOK FOR: Outlet tubing is sagging
below horizontal or there is an air lock
trap between the outlet of the pump and
tank. Turn off pump, wait 5 seconds, and
restart. Check for debris covering the
thru-hull fitting and that tubing is not
plugged with debris. Check for debris
in the pump impeller: Turn off sea-cock
valve. Remove screws (4) from the top
housing. Carefully remove motor/impeller assembly and o-ring. Clear debris.
Reinstall o-ring and motor/impeller
assembly and screws.
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